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Abstract—This paper presents a series of exper-
iments on fault tolerant self-reconfiguration of the
ATRON robotic system. For self-reconfiguration we
use a previously described distributed control strategy
based on meta-modules that emerge, move and stop.
We perform experiments on three different types of
failures: 1) Action failure: On the physical platform
we demonstrate how roll-back of actions are used
to achieve tolerance to collision with obstacles and
other meta-modules. 2) Module failure: In simulation
we show, for a 500 module robot, how different de-
grees of catastrophic module failure affect the robot’s
ability to shape-change to support an insecure roof.
3) Robot failure: In simulation we demonstrate how
robot faults such as a broken robot bone can be emer-
gent self-repaired by exploiting the redundancy of self-
reconfigurable modules. We conclude that the use of
emergent, distributed control, action roll-back, module
redundancy, and self-reconfiguration can be used to
achieve fault tolerant, self-repairing robots.
I. Introduction
Biological organisms are highly robust. Bone and skin
will heal itself if broken, the brain and body will adapt to
the loss of an eye or an arm - staying alive, functioning
as well as possible. Robots, on the contrary, are in general
not very fault tolerant. The loss of a sensor, an actuator
or a piece of mechanics will in most cases leave the robot
completely helpless and unable to perform its function.
One reason for the successfulness of biological organisms is
the trillions of cells making up the body. A multi-cellular
biological organism has no single-point-of-failure; this is
ensured by the redundancy of cells - which may divide,
migrate, differentiate, or die to assemble or repair the
organism they compose.
Inspired by multi-cellular organisms, self-reconfigurable
robots are made up by numerous interconnected (in a
lattice or a chain) robotic modules [5]. Modules can sense
the environment as well as communicate with and manip-
ulate neighbor modules to change the structure of mod-
ules. Related approaches include systems for stochastic
[6], [25] and mobile self-assembly [7]. In principle, a self-
reconfigurable robot has the ability to tolerate failures of
its individual modules and adapt its shape to accommo-
date a range of functionalities in a given environment.
Thus, self-reconfigurable robots have the potential to be-
come more versatile, robust and adaptive than traditional
robots.
State-of-the-art self-reconfigurable robots consist of up
to a few dozen modules and can perform tasks such
as locomotion (e.g. [3], [11], [13], [17], [19], [22]). We
are, however, concerned with scaling up the number of
modules while scaling down their size. Two challenges
related to scaling are centralized or distributed control of
self-reconfiguration [1], [10], [15], and robustness in spite
of inevitable module failures. In this paper we address
the latter challenge. Related work on self-repair of self-
reconfigurable robots generally involves the detection of
module failure, decisions on how to remove a defect mod-
ule, and how to replace it with a spare module [4], [21],
[24]. Alternatively, as in this work, self-repair can emerge
as a side effect of the self-reconfiguration, without having
a specialized self-repairing part of the controller [20].
The ATRON self-reconfigurable robotic system is our
experimental platform. ATRON is a simple, one degree
of freedom, homogeneous, lattice-based module, which is
able to self-reconfigure in 3D (described in Section II).
To control self-reconfiguration between shapes we use a
strategy which is based on distributed control of meta-
modules. A meta-module consists of three modules and is
able to move around quite freely, on top of other modules
(see Figure 1(b)). The control strategy is described in [2]
and summarized in Section III. As in preceding work [12],
[16], [18], [23] meta-modules are used to reduce the motion
constraints of the base modules, in order to simplify
the process of self-reconfiguration at a higher hierarchical
level.
This paper explores fault tolerance to action failure,
module failure and robot failure, especially applicable in
the context of self-reconfigurable robots consisting of large
number of modules (>50). First, Sections V-A to V-C
present real world experiments with up to nine active
and up to 24 passive modules both to illustrate the basic
capabilities of a meta-module, and to verify tolerance to
action failures. We demonstrate that meta-modules can
roll-back their actions when colliding with obstacles or
other meta-modules. As a side-effect, roll-back of failed
actions enable the meta-modules to find their way around
unknown obstacles in their environment, and allow mul-
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) A single ATRON module: on the top hemisphere the two
male connectors are extended, on the bottom hemisphere they are
contracted. (b) A meta-module is composed of three modules, one
center module and two legs.
tiple meta-modules to co-exist (without the need of any
explicit presentation/knowledge of environment or other
meta-modules). Second, Section V-D presents simulated
experiments with 500 active modules shape-changing to
support an insecure roof. The experiment shows graceful
degradation of functionality when modules fail, since the
system can tolerate more than 10% catastrophic module
failures and still perform its purpose. Third, Section V-
E presents a simulated experiment on robot failure us-
ing emergent self-repair through self-reconfiguration: 3426
modules assembled as a bone is partly broken by remov-
ing 114 modules. The modules then self-reconfigure and
recover the bone strength, by exploiting the redundancy
of modules.
The strategies used to achieve the reported level of fault
tolerance are simple and efficient, although they may not
be sufficient in all cases.
II. The ATRON Module
The ATRON self-reconfigurable robotic system [9] is
a homogeneous modular system. This means that all
modules are identical both in hardware and software,
functional differentiation is achieved using roles. Mod-
ules can be assembled into a variety of robots: Robots
for locomotion (like snakes, cars, and walkers), robots
for manipulation (like small robot arms) or robots that
achieve some functionality from their physical shape, such
as structural support. By self-reconfiguring, modules can
change the shape of the robot, for example from a car to
a snake and then to a walker.
An ATRON module has a spherical appearance com-
posed of two hemispheres, which can actively be rotated
relative to each other. On each hemisphere a module has
two actuated male connectors and two passive female con-
nectors. In the HYDRA project [14] we have manufactured
100 ATRON modules, a single module is shown in Figure
1(a).
Rotation around the center axes is, for self-
reconfiguration, always done in 90 degree steps. This
moves a module, connected to the rotating module,
from one lattice position to another. One full 360 degree
Fig. 2. Each module is controlled using the strategy illustrated
above. Modules can be passive or active as part of a meta-module.
A meta-module selects an action to perform based on the local
configuration of modules and guided by attraction points. It then
performs the action which can fail or succeed.
rotation takes about 6 seconds, without the load from
other modules. Encoders are used to control the rotation
of the center axes. Male connectors are actuated and
shaped like three hooks, which grasp on to passive female
connector bars. A connection or a disconnection takes
about two seconds. In relation to each connector is an
infrared transmitter and receiver, that allow modules to
communicate with neighbor modules and sense distance to
nearby objects. Connectors are positioned in such a way
that the ATRON modules sits in a global surface-centered
cubic lattice structure. Furthermore, each module is
equipped with three tilt sensors that allow the module to
know its orientation relative to the direction of gravity.
III. ATRON Meta-Module
Generally speaking, a meta-module is composed of a
number of modules collaborating to achieve some common
task. For the purpose of self-reconfiguration the meta-
module’s task is to move based on some strategy. A meta-
module can from the outside be seen as a single acting
entity or agent. The specific ATRONmeta-module consists
of three modules: a center module is connected to two
other modules, one on each of its hemispheres. We use
meta-modules to relax the hard motion constraints on the
individual modules. Factors contributing to the motion
constraints include: a module only has a single degree of
freedom, it can never move itself but must be moved by
other modules, and must take into account its limited actu-
ator strength while it avoids collisions and disconnections
that will break apart the structure of modules.
Self-reconfiguration of large module structures (>50),
can be realized using a control strategy presented in [2]
(simulation only). Basically, meta-modules emerge from
Fig. 3. Illustration of reachable-space. A meta-module performs
actions that will bring it closer to an attraction point. The meta-
module selects the actions by performing a shortest path search on
a subset of its reachable-space.
unstructured groups of modules, move on the surface of
the other modules (guided by attraction points), and stop
when reaching a local minimum in the distance to an
attraction point. Below we summarize this control strategy
(refer to Figure 2).
a) Passive or active: Modules are either passive or
part of a meta-module. Passive modules can respond to
simple request from meta-modules such as connect-to-me,
but can also decide to form and emerge a meta-module
from the structure of modules. A meta-module can only
emerge if three passive modules are connected in a legal
meta-module configuration (no constraint on orientation).
A meta-module is then able to move, but may also decide
to stop its movement. If the meta-module stops its modules
become passive once again and the process can be repeated
later. This approach is inspired by the division, migration,
and death of biological cells. The decisions to emerge or
stop a meta-module are taken by two artificial neural
networks, which are optimized by evolution to quickly
shape-change a large structure of modules (see [2]).
b) Action selection: At any given time many meta-
modules will be moving in the system. To guide the flow of
meta-modules we use attraction points, which define the
shape of the desired global configuration. Meta-modules
move towards attraction-points by performing a sequence
of meta-actions. A module will inhibit an attraction-point
if placed at the same location. Inhibited attraction-points
are ignored by meta-modules. Meta-modules perform some
local planning to select which meta-action to perform:
First, the meta-module constructs a map of the local
configuration of modules (6 hops). Second, the meta-
module calculates a local subset of its reachable-space (see
Figure 3). The reachable-space is a graph where vertices
are legal states (position and orientation) of the meta-
module and edges are legal meta-actions which brings the
meta-module from one legal state to another. Third, the
meta-module calculates (using an A* algorithm [8] on the
reachable-space) a shortest path sequence of meta-actions
towards a goal-state. The goal-state is selected by a neural
(a) Turn around corners. (b) Shifting orientation.
(c) Rotation of body-module. (d) Rotation of leg-module.
Fig. 4. The meta-actions an ATRON meta-module is able to
perform. Dark modules comprise the meta-module. The ∗-marked
modules in (a) and (b) are required to participate in the correspond-
ing meta-actions.
network (also evolved) based on characteristics such as
proximity to attraction points. Finally, the meta-module
will perform the first meta-action from the found sequence,
and the action selection process can be repeated.
c) Action execution: A meta-module performs a se-
quence of meta-actions to move. A meta-action is com-
posed of a sequence of basic module actions (rotation,
connection and disconnection), which are performed by
the modules part of, or neighbor to, the meta-module.
Meta-modules can perform four different types of meta-
actions (see Figure 4). Each type represents 2 or 4 different
meta-actions, so in total a meta-module can perform 12
different meta-actions. However, in a given situation only
a subset of these 12 meta-actions will be legal. The meta-
actions allow the meta-module to move quite freely on the
surface of a structure of modules. Robustness is increased
by handling meta-actions that fail. Usually this means that
a rotation results in a collision, or that a failed module is
connected to and therefore locks the module. Collisions are
detected by the rotating modules using its encoders. The
roll-back strategy is to reverse the rotation, mark the state
(in the reachable space) as unreachable and select another
action to perform (recalculate shortest path).
IV. Experimental Setup
A partial implementation of the meta-module-based
controller has been transferred to the physical ATRON
platform. The implementation builds on abilities of the
modules, such as rotate, connect and disconnect. It cor-
responds to the lower level control of individual meta-
modules (refer to Figure 2). Each physical meta-module
can:
• On-line find a shortest-path of meta-actions from a
reachable-space, which is known at compile-time.
• Perform the meta-action types of Figure 4(c) or 4(d).
• Detect and perform roll-back of failed actions.
Module-to-module communication is currently unstable
(due to reflections of IR-communication), this limitation
Fig. 5. The meta-module repeatedly calculates and then moves
shortest path from one randomly selected state in its reachable-space
to another.
Exp. #Meta-Actions Exp. time Second pr.
(seconds) meta-action
1 8 52 6.5
2 48 330 6.9
3 38 228 6.0
4 93 570 6.1
Total 187 1180 6.3
TABLE I
Single meta-module following online-planned sequences of
meta-actions.
is the main reason for only demonstrating a partial trans-
ference, and the small number of experiments performed
on the physical modules. We are working towards resolving
this issue.
In the physical experiments 24 passive modules are
initially assembled as a horizontal sheet, on which the
meta-modules can easily move. Meta-modules (with white
shells), move on top of these modules. Meta-modules are
place at a predefined position (usually the corner) on the
sheet of modules. By sending a special message to the
meta-module, using another module as a remote control,
the meta-module is started.
Simulation experiments are performed in a transition-
based simulation (no physics except collisions), which
contains a full implementation of the meta-module-based
control strategy described above.
V. Experiments
A. Basic Meta-Module Behavior
In this experiment (see Figure 5) the meta-module
selects a random state, then moves (following shortest
Fig. 6. In this trial the meta-module must move from one corner to
the opposite corner. Movement is blocked by an obstacle unknown to
the meta-module. The meta-module detects the obstacle by collision
and finds its way around it by trying alternative routes.
Exp. #Collisions #Meta-Actions Percent longer
performed (optimal) than optimal
1 5 32 (20) 38%
2 4 24 (17) 29%
3 10 38 (20) 47%
Total 19 94 (57) 39%
TABLE II
Meta-module moving from a starting to a goal position
around an unknown obstacle.
path) to that state, and then selects a new random state
and so forth. After a meta-action is performed the meta-
module always recalculates the shortest path. This allows
the meta-module to adapt to possible changes in the
environment or configuration of modules. The details of
four experiments (all with the same initial setup) are
shown in Table I. On average a meta-action takes 6.3
seconds to perform, including the calculation of shortest
path and the coordination between modules comprising
the meta-module.
B. Tolerance of Action Failure - Unknown Obstacle
In this experiment we demonstrate how a meta-module
handles collisions with obstacles in its environment. By
using its encoder, a meta-module detects an obstacle
when colliding with it. If a collision is detected while
performing a meta-action, the meta-module performs a
roll-back rotation to the lattice-position it came from. The
corresponding state in the meta-module’s reachable-space
is then assumed to be filled with an obstacle and is here-
after ignored when doing shortest-path search. The meta-
Fig. 7. In this trial three meta-modules move on the same surface of
modules. They do not communicate so they collide with one another,
but the control system is able to tolerate this so that they can co-
exist.
#Meta-Modules #Meta-Actions Collisions pr.
(#Collisions) meta-action
2 56 (7) 0.125
3 52 (10) 0.19
TABLE III
Two and three meta-modules coexisting - no coordination.
module then finds an alternative shortest-path and follows
that until it perhaps again collides with an obstacle. By
repeating this pattern the meta-module is able to find
its way around unknown obstacles (Figure 6). Table II
summarizes the results of three different experiments with
unknown obstacles. The position of the attraction-point
and obstacle are varied for each experiment. The number
of meta-actions performed by the meta-modules using this
trial-and-error approach ranges from being 29% to 47%
higher than what could optimally be achieved using global
knowledge.
C. Tolerance of Action Failure - Colliding Meta-Modules
There is a tradeoff between the amount of coordination
and the rate of collisions between moving meta-modules.
In this experiment there is no coordination between the
meta-modules, so they will collide with each other from
time to time. To handle this we apply the same roll-
back rotation strategy as is used to handle collision with
unknown obstacles.
In the trial, shown on Figure 7, three independent meta-
modules moves following shortest path of meta-actions,
Fig. 8. The meta-module based control is fairly tolerant to module
failures. The initial (random) configuration of 500 ATRON modules
is shown on the left. The robot shape-change guided by attraction-
points shown as small dots. On the right the result is shown for
different degrees of module failures. The failed modules are black
and are failed from the start of the simulation.
from one randomly selected state to another. The meta-
modules collide but roll-back resolves this conflict and the
meta-modules can find their way around each other. Table
III summarizes two experiments with two and three meta-
modules respectively moving on a surface of modules.
During the experiment 12.5% and 19%, for two and three
meta-modules respectively, of the performed meta-actions
are rolled back due to collisions.
D. Tolerance of Module Failure
To investigate the meta-module-based controller’s abil-
ity to tolerate catastrophic module failures, a series of
experiments have been performed in simulation. The task
is to support an insecure roof. The initial structure consists
of 500 modules and 117 attraction points. If no modules
fail the robot will reach the roof and thereby support it (see
Figure 8). The experiment is repeated with failure rates
of 5%, 10% and 15%. A failure rate of e.g. 10% means
that initially and during the experiment 50 randomly
selected modules out of the 500 ATRON modules are non-
functional from the start. This means that the modules
are unable to communicate, rotate, connect, or disconnect.
The initial state of a connector is connected, so a failed
module will generally lock other functional modules in
place with its male connectors. The functional modules
can not use the failed module to move on since they have
no way of detecting it as a module, in fact failed modules
will be treated as obstacles. As can be seen from Figure 8,
the robot is able to support the roof up to a failure rate of
10%, but the strength of the robot tends to become lower
as the failure rate increase. Also, the speed of changing
shape declines as the failure rate increases.
Fig. 9. The graph shows the performance of a 500-module robot as
a function of module failure rate. The robot shape changes from an
initial random configuration to support an insecure roof. Each point
is the average of 10 experiments with varying starting configurations.
The effectiveness of each experiment is normalized with respect to
the effectiveness on the same initial configuration in the case of 0%
module failure rate. Error-bars are 95% confidence intervals.
The performance of the robot declines when the module
failure rate increases (Figure 9). We measure performance
as effectiveness = (Dstart − Dend)/Dstart, which is the
relative decrease in sum of Euclidian distances between
the modules and the attraction-points. This may not a
good performance measurement for this particular task, it
is however a good general performance measurement for
the ability to shape-change.
The observed degree of tolerance to module failures
emerges from the redundancy of modules and the use of
distributed control of meta-modules. This tolerance could
be improved further by removing failed modules from
the system (e.g. let them fall off), however, the current
connector system would require up to four functional
modules to be ”sacrificed” per failed module.
E. Tolerance of Robot Failure
A future miniaturization of modules would open up for
new possible applications, e.g. smart material which could
self-repair. Such applications are feasible since smaller
modules can be expected to be stronger and faster (due to
physical scale effects).
This experiment demonstrates the use of miniature
ATRON modules in an emergent self-repair scenario. Ini-
tially, using a CAD model, 3426 ATRON modules are
assembled in the form of a bone (Figure 10). A total of
1663 inhibiting attraction-points are placed at the same
positions as modules which are connected to eight neigh-
bors. This leaves the surface of the bone free of attraction-
points. At timestep 20, 114 modules are removed which
damages the strength of the bone. Since the removed
modules no longer inhibit the attraction points, this trig-
gers the emergence of meta-modules. After 1000 timesteps
(equivalent of 150 seconds on the physical system) the
modules have rearranged themselves, the bone is self-
Fig. 10. Self-repair of a bone build from 3426 ATRON modules: At
timestep 0, there is no activity. At timestep 20, the bone breaks. At
timestep 1000, modules have rearranged themselves to self-repair the
bone.
repaired, and its strength largely recovered.
VI. Discussion
We envision self-reconfigurable robots to ultimately con-
sist of billions of micron-size modules. In such robots, at
any given time, modules will fail and a considerable por-
tion of the modules can be expected to be non-functional.
In this scenario, distributed methods that handle failures
locally and in a non-explicit fashion are desirable. Based
on our experiments we observe that the impact of action,
module, and robot failures can be reduced, as follows:
Action Failures: Control can be simplified, and robust-
ness increase, by using short action that can be rolled back
locally. Because this control approach limits the need for
collaboration between modules and assumptions about the
environment.
Module Failures: The impact of module failures is lim-
ited by using meta-modules that emerge from unstruc-
tured groups of modules and move somewhat indepen-
dently on other modules. However, we also observe that
morphological adaptation (such as two-way disconnect) of
the modules could increase the system’s robustness. A key
factor is limiting the dependence between modules.
Robot Failures: The system can self-organize its modules
to achieve some level of self-repair, without any part of the
system ever having to be ”aware” of any faults. This is due
to the use of emergent, distributed control where modules
reacts locally to the removal of modules. Key factors
are redundancy and self-reconfiguration, which limits the
robot’s dependence on its modules.
VII. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has presented some experiments on emer-
gent self-repair and fault-tolerant self-reconfiguration of
the ATRON robot. We have in part transferred a meta-
module-based control strategy to the physical modules and
verified the basic characteristics of meta-modules and the
use of roll-back of failed actions. This allows the meta-
modules to co-exist with other meta-modules and find
their way around unknown obstacles in their environment.
Simulated experiments shows that the emergence of meta-
modules from unstructured groups of modules helps toler-
ate up to 10% failed modules. We have also demonstrated
how the redundancy of modules allows self-repair of a bone
to emerge. Future work includes a complete transference
from simulation to the physical world of the results ob-
tained with meta-module-based control of the ATRON
system.
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